Aluminium framed window deal
Join a collective purchase and get new windows in April
About 10 years ago the Danish Vega club offered it´s members a special price on aluminium framed
windows. We will try to do it again. This time we will bring it to rest of the Vega wourld.
A number of Vega sailors have asked the window questions lately –
What to do about leaking windows? What can you do to seal them?? Can you still get the original
rubber profile? Is it difficult to change ?? How much does it cost??
Yes, it´s possible to get the original rubber profile and yes, it´s rather difficult to change. It demand
some practical skills and experience, something you will have when the job are done. The job should
be done in warm weather and the correct tools must be used. The price for new rubber profiles and
necessary tools – about 300€.
But there are alternatives of cause
Aluminium framed windows looks great on a Vega. They make it look modern. They provide some
extra safety by off-shore sailing. They are easily sealed.
The only real down-side : they are very expensive, 1460 € when one set are ordered.
There are at least two types of alu frames. One type with visible screws on the outside.

They are cheaper than 1460 € - they also looks like it, sorry.
The type of frame in this offer, are the ones with no visible screws on the outside.

O-metall in Sweden is the producer of the frames. They have delivered many window frames to
Vega´s over the years.
It´s first class quality. The window sets are delivered almost as “plug n`play” All necessary material
are included. You just need regular tools. The frames are a bit oversized so it will cover all the small
differences in opening size.
I´m sorry, it was not possible to get English and German versions of these links to O-metall.se

We hope you can get a picture of the project anyway.
http://ometall.se/onewebmedia/Kabinrutor%20Modeller/Albin_Vega.pdfSV.pdf

Here are the link to the assembly instructions:
http://hdmarine.dk/Dokumenter%20Vejledninger/Montage%20vejledning.pdf

O-metall are also producing a Vega fore hatch window. It´s not in the deal but can be ordered
separately.
http://hdmarine.dk/Dokumenter%20baade/Albin%20Vega%20Luge.pdf

All frames can be ordered in black.

The more serious stuff – The price
We order directly from the factory in Sweden as one group. It looks like this-1-2 pc :
3-5 pc :
6-10pc :
11-- pc :

1459 € /
1167 € /
1031 € /
980 € /

14.144 SEK
11.315 SEK
10.000 SEK
9.500 SEK

The shipment costs are not included in the price.
30% of the price will by payed by ordering the rest by delivery.
Delivery - between 6 and 8 weeks.
We can calculate backwards. If we want delivery in beginning of April, the order must be closed by
start February

Vega friends – it´s now, or in a near future, a decision have to be made.
Do you want to be part of this good 30% discount deal ??
It will be discussed among Vega sailors, I´m sure – “it´s still a lot of money for 6 windows, 4 small and
2 big ones”. One good argument for reluctance to join the deal.
Well - if you have leaky windows – you need to do something. It will only get worse.
If you have seen a Vega with aluminum framed windows, you will have a very good reason for joining
this deal.
Send me a mail vegateknik@albinvega.dk as soon as possible, if you feel tempted or have questions.

Absolut deadline: end of January
We will try to make this offer known to as many Vega sailors as possible worldwide. The more we are
the better deal we make.
Many regards and fair winds.
Danish Vega club

